
We are Urban
We are Efficient

We are The Future



Innovate in the way you move.

Connect. Freedom. Urban. 
Efficiency. Saving. Electric.
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01.White label App



      
Through this App, your customers will be able to 
access the fleet available and select the dates of 
their reservation through two experiences...

Available in  iOS and Android.

White label App
01.



Multimodal Platform

SHARE
 Renting Free Floating  by 

minutes

RENT
 Renting base2base by 

minutes/hours/days



Multiple vehicles: 
Cars, mopeds, bikes and e-scooters

Solutions

To the connected vehicle



Geofences

Solutions

You can define geofences where you 
can place parkings and vehicles. 
Your clients will be able to use your 
service inside your defined 
geofences but won’t be able to use it 
outside them.



Reservations History

Solutions

Each user can check his reservation 
history and access to the summary 
of each of them: Start and end data, 
price, vehicle details and contracts, 
invoice linked to it etc.

Contract Annex  1

Invoice

Contract Annex 2



Extras

Solutions

The client can opt for extras, 
including insurance, that they 
wish to have without any issues 
through the App when placing a 
reservation with the conditions 
that you offer.

Client can also have access to 
information of their interest, such as 
the infor related to the car parking 
lots where the vehicles of each 
reservation are located to improve 
the customer experience.



Profile

Solutions

Each client will have a profile with their personal and 
contact information; his documentation and his 
payment method data.

The client can update/consult his profile and the 
administrator can validate those data enabling the user 
to make reservations.



Through the App, customers can also complete 
the registration process by uploading their 
documentation: ID, driving license etc.

The validation of the 
new profiles can be 
done automatically by 
biometric validation 
through the Video ID 
of the App.

OnBoarding  

Solutions



Through the App, customers can 
make the reservation payment.

The App will request the payment 
method with which they wish to pay 
the amount as a requirement to 
make the reservation through this 
channel.

Payments 

Solutions



02. To the connected 
vehicle & Platform



Step 1 
We carry out a compatibility study of your fleet to 
determine which case of use is yours.
Once the vehicles to be connected have been selected; 
We accompany you throughout the installation process 
to perform it in the best possible way.

We connect your vehicles 
to the cloud

To the connected 
vehicle

02.



Management

To the connected vehicle

Step 2
We prepare a BackOffice with a custom 
administrator panel through which you can 
manage all reservations, users, location, use 
and even remote opening and closing of 
your connected vehicles.

You will also have access to the modules of 
damages, payments, billing, alerts etc. 
that will give you a 360 view of what is 
happening in your digital rentals allowing 
optimal management of your fleet.



  Organizations’ Tree 

The company's fleet manager 
may subdivide the fleet between 
departments.

Platform

Sub-organizations dependent on the 
parent organization but with particular 
characteristics may be created.



Routes associated to the locations Reservations, users, vehicles, etc.

Platform

To the connected vehicle



Analytics

Heatmaps
Understand where your users are when looking at the 

app, when they start/finish a trip or where they stop 

during the journey, so you can optimize the position of 

the fleet for operation proficiency and maximization of 

profitability. 

Make sure that you have all the data needed for making 

the best decisions and achieve operational proficiency 

leading towards high yield and profitability.



Analytics

Retention rate
Know exactly the retention rate of your service over the 

time. 

Invest in campaigns, experiment with your fleet, 

promotione, etc… and understand how that affects your 

retention rate and customer loyalty.

Make sure that you have all the data needed for making 

the best decisions and achieve operational proficiency 

leading towards high yield and profitability.



Analytics

Financial KPIs
Make sure you understand how much money is your 

fleet making on the fly. 

KPIs per day, week, per vehicle or group of vehicles to 

track the income depending on the different locations, or 

business models.

 

Make sure that you have all the data needed for making 

the best decisions and achieve operational proficiency 

leading towards high yield and profitability.



Rules
& alerts

Set up the events you would like to 
monitor and establish the way you want 

to receive the alerts

Invitations 
& groups

Invite users so
individual and safe

Additional functionalities

To the connected vehicle



03. Planning



Weeks

1 2 3 4 50

Tests

Installation

Setup

Setup
Setup of the project, platform and white label App.

1.  Command HW

2.  Creation white label  app 

3.  Configuration look & feel

4. App iOs

5  App Android

6. Configuration e-mails, platform.

7. e-Learning

Installation
Installation of the device in the 

vehicles 

1. Configuration HW

2. Configuration SIMs IoT

3. Configuration ecconnect

4. Connectivity tests

5. Platform tests

6. App (iOS & Android) tests

Test
First tests on users

Launching

Today

Planning
03.



Accelerating the world’s
transition towards sustainable 

mobility


